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Please make sure to update your drivers before using our products.

Galvanic coupling to the S5-PLC (CPU-assemblies 15pin)

S5-PLC-communication, high-quality PC and fear of interfaces, unsure whether the PLC
is grounded or the PLC is in an unsafe environment. Galvanic-separation is the most
practical solution. "PG-ISO-Set" (PG-UNI-cable + PG-ISO-adapter) galvanically
separates the coupling to the connected S5-PLC, offers protection of the PCs up to a
voltage difference of 1000V. 
 If galvanic-isolation is not required, remove the PG-ISO-adapter and use the
PG-UNI-cable like a standard S5-interface-cable.
 No external supply necessary, function on 15-pin PG-interfaces. Earth objects between
the PC and the S5-PLC are separated.



Easy handily oxygen display

You need the concentration of oxygen in your neighborhood? No problem, with the
mobile HMG you can determine the concentration from 1 up to 100% with a exactness of
1% (dependend on your sensor).

Data logging of your PLC

You shortly need a logging of your PLC's operating states respectively are on the way of
figuring out a problem and have no datalogger? No problem, connect the PC, start the
PG-2000-software with "option datalogger", define relevant variables, appoint timestamp
and then the recording starts running immediately. The data will be stored on the fixed
disc according to the configuration.



With the S5-H1-PG-LAN you would be able to use the H1-path-selection over the
S5-LAN++ and communicate with all PLCs in the H1-bus. You dont have to connect
serial to the CP, you can do this easy over your network.

Data backup S7-PLC PN-port on USB-stick

S7-PLC triggered DB-backup/-restore without additional PC via PN-port to USB-stick



Integrated WebServer

You would like to use a device that is small and handy and reasonably parameterizable
yet? No problem, with the TELE-Router you fulfill all these requirements. The device is
parameterizable via an integrated web server, connections self-explanatory.

Detect failure of Profinet-devices

Identify devices that are likely to fail in the near future.
 Detect defective devices that no longer respond to PN protocols.
 Defective devices are reported by email and logged.
 No long troubleshooting thanks to exact station information.


